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Ethical considerations are the main priority for IPRO 316. With this in
mind, IPRO 316 has an obligation to articulate its basic values, ethical princi-
ples, and ethical standards. The IPRO 316 sets forth these values, principles,
and standards to guide members conduct. The Code is relevant to all student
and faculty members, regardless of their professional functions, the settings in
which they work, or the populations they serve.

All, personal and professional, conduct taken by IPRO 316 members shall adhere
to state and legislative laws. Toleration of lawbreaking will not occur, regardless
of any progress breaking or bending the rules will bring. Should any of the laws
be broken, then consequences none other than arrest shall be made.

No member shall reveal facts, data, or information without prior consent
of students participating in experiment or data conveyed to him or her by ad-
vising faculty members. Discussion of results and or the progress IPRO 316
makes through experimentation that involves revealing results of specific indi-
viduals with non-IPRO 316 members shall not occur as all data should be kept
confidential.

All personal conduct taken by members of IPRO 316 that either directly
or indirectly relates to coursework for the progress of IPRO 316 shall remain
professional. At any time a member is publicly representing IPRO 316 they
shall behave with the utmost professional manner. Any misconduct will reflect
poorly against IPRO 316 and could compromise its continuation.

Any progress to be achieved by IPRO 316 shall be innovative and any chal-
lenges will be taken constructively. Actions taken that can influence the goals
of IPRO 316 are to only be for improvement. Any detrimental effects could
compromise its continuation.

The services provided by IPRO 316 members requires honesty, impartiality,
fairness and equity. These services also must be dedicated to the betterment of
public health, safety, and welfare of the group and community. If it is found
and proven that a member of IPRO 316 has said or was responsible for acting
against any of these qualities, it is up to the advisor to determine his or her
future with IPRO 316.

IPRO 316 members adhere to abilities of utmost honesty and integrity in all
relations. At no time shall any data or analysis be revealed that contain sensitive
information without being discussed with all members and advisor. Severity of
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the consequences can only be determined by the type and seriousness of the
released information.

Student members of IPRO 316 shall not attempt to obtain recognition or
attempt to increase their status within the group by untruthfully criticizing or
creating deception among other members. Rewards of completing a task shall
be given to all members involved, not disregarding any member so as to take
full credit. If partial credit is found and not directed towards a specific indi-
vidual because the leader evidentially chose not to disclose this fact shall face
consequences determined by the advisor of IPRO 316.
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